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BIASED DETECTOR YIELDS HIGH SENSITIVITY WITH
ULTRALOW POWER CONSUMPTION
by Mitchell Lee

RF ID tags, circuits that detect a “wake-up” call and return
a burst of data, must operate on very low quiescent current
for weeks or months, yet have enough battery power in
reserve to answer an incoming call. For smallest size, most
operate in the ultrahigh frequency range, where the design
of a micropower receiver circuit is problematic. Familiar
techniques, such as direct conversion, super regeneration
or superheterodyne, consume far too much supply cur-
rent for long battery life. A better method involves a
technique borrowed from simple field-strength meters: a
tuned circuit and a diode detector.

Figure 191 shows the complete circuit, which was tested at
470MHz. It contains a couple of improvements over the
standard L/C-with-whip field-strength meter. Tuned circuits
aren’t easily constructed or controlled at UHF, so a trans-
mission line is used to match the detector diode (1N5711)
to a 6" whip antenna. The 0.22-wavelength section pre-
sents an efficient, low impedance match to the base of the
quarter-wave whip, but transforms the received energy to
a relatively high voltage at the diode for good sensitivity.

Biasing the detector diode improves the sensitivity by an
additional 10dB. The forward threshold is reduced to
essentially zero, so a very small voltage can generate a
meaningful output change. The detector diode’s bias point

Figure 191. Micropower Field Detector for Use at 470MHz

is monitored by an LTC1440 ultralow power comparator,
and by a second diode, which serves as a reference.

When a signal at the resonant frequency of the antenna is
received, Schottky diode D1 rectifies the incoming carrier
and creates a negative-going DC bias shift at the nonin-
verting input of the comparator. Note that the bias shift is
sensed at the base of the antenna where the impedance is
low, rather than at the Schottky where the impedance is
high. This introduces less disturbance into the tuned
antenna and transmission-line system. The falling edge of
the comparator triggers a one-shot, which temporarily
enables answer-back and other pulsed functions.

Total current consumption is approximately 5µA. Mono-
lithic one-shots draw significant load current, but the
venerable ‘4047 is about the best in this respect. Alterna-
tively, a discrete one-shot constructed from a quad NAND
gate draws negligible power.

Sensitivity is excellent. The finished circuit can detect
200mW radiated from a reference dipole at 100'. Range,
of course, depends on operating frequency, antenna ori-
entation and surrounding obstacles; in the clear, a more
reasonable distance, such as 10', can be covered at
470MHz with only a few milliwatts.

All selectivity is provided by the antenna itself. Add a
quarter-wave stub (shorted with a capacitor) to the base
of the antenna for better selectivity and improved rejection
of low frequency signals.
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